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In this paper, we present an accurate interconnection length e 5
timator for optimized standard cell layouts. Since interconnection
length is a very strong function of a logic design, the first task is to
extract relevant features which account for the wiring requirements
of the logic design. We introduce a metric w h i c h captures the local
influence of other nets over a net under consideration. We have
concluded that this is a more pertinent and effective metric (as
far as interconnection length estimation is concerned) compared to
other metrics such as average pin per cell or average number of
connected cells to any cell in the design.
The outline of the method is as follows. For each size of net
(as measured b y the number of pins), we compute the expected
number of cells whose placement and wiring (to a first approxima
tion) influence the optimal wiring of the net under consideration.
By considering possible aspect ratios of the rectangle enclosing all
such cells and considering various configurations of pins on the net
and averaging over all such states, we compute the expected wire
length and feedthrough count of the net. Summing over all nets,
we obtain the total interconnection length and the total number of
feedthroughs in the design.
Our wire length model relies on knowledge of the actual design processes (placement, global routing and detailed routing),
and physical structures. The predicted results are obtained from
analysis of the net list. N o prior knowledge of the functionality
of the design is used. The model considers multi-pin nets directly,
and does not preprocess them into sets of 2 pin nets (as is often
the case). Using these wire length estimates, the chip width and
height can be computed by statistical area estimation [6,7,9] or by
random offset track packing technique introduced in Section 4.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of
the procedural approach to interconnection analysis, states our assumptions, and gives a high level description of our computational
model. The details of our computational model of a optimized circuit layout process and the area estimation technique are presented
in Sections 3 and 4. Results and complexity analysis are presented
in Section 5 , and conclusion is given in Section 6.

Abstract
In this paper, we present an accurate model for prediction of interconnection lengths for standard cell layouts. On the designs in our
test suite the estimates are within 10% of the actual layouts. Our
model abstracts the important features of placement, global r o u t
ing and channel routing. The predicted results are obtained from
analysis of the net list. N o prior knowledge of the functionality of
the design is used. Accurate prediction of interconnection length
is useful for estimating the actual layout area, for evaluating the
fit of a logic design to a fabrication technology, and for studying
placement and routing algorithms.
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Introduction

Interconnection analysis addresses two related problems: the wire
(interconnection) length and distribution problem and the wiring
area estimation problem. Many researchers have addressed the
latter problem and good area estimation techniques are available.
However, the wire length and distribution problem has not been
solved satisfactorily. Interconnection length studies tend to be theoretical and hence not applicable to specific designs, empirical such
as those relating Rent’s rule parameters to the average wire length,
or based on experience with previous design layouts. Early research
into interconnection length estimation, although of theoretical interest, is too general to be useful for specific designs. Later work,
which produces results that have the appropriate level of detail,
requires knowledge of Rent’s ezponent or assumes particular wire
length distributions. In practice assumptions about wire length
distributions are either not verified or require fitting curves to the
actual layout data.
A method which describes the wire length distribution as a function of the specific logic design before layout is needed [SI. Good
physical design of large systems requires accurate area estimates of
the individual modules for area planning, optimal placement, and
routability predictions. This requirement encourages development
of procedural models which include characteristics of the physical design processes, structural description of the logic design, and
physical features of primitive cells. These models produce interconnection length estimates with high accuracy (without making
arbitrary wire length distribution assumptions or fitting curves to
the data).
Interconnection length models have many uses. They can evaluate the capability of a new fabricatim technology. The models
determine routability of the proposed logic design, subject to the
constraints of the technology, and therefore, help the system designers trade off aspects of the design and the technology. Accurate
intexonnection length estimates are beneficial since they measure
the quality of placenient and global routing algorithms. Interconnection estimates are also useful during the technology mapping
phase of the logic synthesis since they can predict the cost of various implementations.
The area required for interconnections within a circuit layout
largely depends on the total length of wire that must be accommodated. Therefore, accurate estimation of total interconnection
length is an essential part of any area estimation procedure. In
fact, many area estimation techniques require the wire length for
the logic design as an input parameter [4,7].To obtain accurate
area estimates, it is necessary to achieve high accuracy in estimating the wire length. This task is accomplished by the procedural
model presentedin this paper. Our model captures the characteristics of the physical design processes (placement, global routing and
detailed routing) and the structural features of the logic design in
order to accurately estimate interconnection length.
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Model Overview

The inputs to the interconnection length prediction model are the
logical design specification, the primitive cells invoked by the specification, and the fabrication technology. Following the standardcell
topology double entry cells are placed in rows and interconnected
in routing channels among the rows. The outputs of the model
are the estimated total wire length, the wire length distribution,
the estimated total number of feedthroughs, and the feedthrough
distribution.
A standard cell layout is modeled as a regular, w x n array,
where n is the number of rows and w is the average number of cells
per row. Wires follow rectilinear paths, with horizontal segments
on one layer (metalf) and vertical segments on another (met&).
The average cell width is computed from the cells actually used in
the design. Our interconnection model assumes a placement optimization process, a minimal rectilinear Steiner tree global router
and a left edge channel router. Our approach captures the important characteristics of these algorithm claaaea rather than those of
s ecific algorithms. The features of the algorithm classes which
a e captured by our interconnection model are the following. The
p acement optimizer minimizes the s u m over all the nets of the half
perimeter length of the rectangle enclosing pins of each net. Pins
inside the placement bounding box for the net are not optimized
for that net.
The global router approximates a minimal rectilinear Steiner
tree to connect pins on each net. We assume that wiring for a net
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where the numerator gives the count of all feasible subgrids of size
x x y in a grid of size w X n, and the denominator gives the half
perimeter length of the x x y grid. y is the ratio of the expected
channel height to the cell height.
The average length of the net with d pins is given by

does not meander outside the bounding box defined by the pins
on the net, that feedthroughs are placed a t the intersections of cell
rows and the edges in the Steiner tree connecting pins on the net,
that no feedthrough is added to a row which contains a pin on the
net, and that each net contributes at most one feedthrough to each
cell row. This global routing paradigm tends to produce minimal
metal2route-s a t the expenseof more metalf routing. (See [SIfor an
opposing global routing paradigm that produces maximal metal2
routing.) We assume a channel router which finds the shortest path
inside the channel to connect pins on the net. The route does not
meander outside the box enclosing these pins. Inside the channel
each net is connected with trunks with no overlap along the length
of the channel. Branches connect trunks to the pins. In addition,
we assume that all branch layer conflicts can be resolved by adding
horizontal jogs. Over-the-cell routing is not considered.
We estimate interconnection length and feedthrough count for
each size of net and then sum the contribution over all the nets.
Metalf wire length is expressed in units of average cell pitch and
metal2 wire length is expressed in units of average channel height.
We compute the average interconnection lengths by spatially restricting the possible positions of the pins on the net to a bounding
box within the w x n grid. Considering feasible aspect ratios for
this bounding box and various pin configurations within the box
and averaging over all such states, we compute the average interconnection lengths and feedthrough count for the net. By summing
over all nets, the total interconnectionlength and the total number
of feedthroughs is computed. There is no explicit dependence on
a particular cell library or fabrication technology for estimation of
wire length. However, such information is required when the total interconnection length is used to estimate the chip width and
height. This work builds on the procedural model presented in
[9] by including an optimized placement model, improved routing
models and introducing a more accurate area estimation technique.
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where MlLengthlnBox(d,y) is the expectedlength of the net if it
is restricted to x x y boundmg box and is computed as follows
MlLengthlnBox(d, y) =
Min(d.u)

-'( ! ) d x
i=l

( r ) x MlLengthContrib(i, d )

"

The first term gives the probability of placing d pins on some subset
of y rows. The next term gives the number of ways we could select
i rows from among y rows, and MlLengthContrib(i, d ) gives the
contribution of a d-pin net occupying exactly i rows ( i 5 d ) to the
M 1LengthZnBos( d, y).
In order to compute MILengthContrib(i, d ) , we examine all different configurations (groupings) of d pins on a rows. We solve an
integer equation whose solution is a list of pin sets. (See [g].)
Each pin set represents a possible distribution of pins on rows.
For example, if i = 3, d = 6 , then solution to Sets(a,d) is
((1,1,4),(L2,3), (2,2,2)). Now,
MlLengthContrib(i, d ) =

i!X
sets

The Interconnection Length Model

The interconnection structure of a design is characterized by net
neighborhood populations ( N P s ) which account for the local influence of other nets over a net in question. The N P for a net is
the number of primary input/outputs
s) and cells which are
at distance zero or one from the net. o compute the N P for a
particular net, we find all the cells and 1 0 s connected by this net
(i.e. at distance 0 from the net). We then follow every other net
which is connected to the cells until we visit the cells and primary
1 0 s that are at distance one from the net. The N P for the net is
the total number of distinct cells and 1 0 s encountered in this manner. In the N P computation, we ignore nets which connect more
than 25% of the cells in the design. (These are typically power
and clock nets that go everywhere.) This procedure is repeated for
all nets of given size resulting in the aver e neighborhood population for each size of net. At the end, NPTrd] contains the average
neighborhood population for nets with d pins.
The N P for a net reflects the conflicting demands on a placement optimizer that is attempting to optimally place the cells directly connected to the net. To clarify this notion, assume that the
placement optimizer is seeking a placement of d cells connected by
exactly one net. The optimizer will cluster these cells in a bounding box of minimum half perimeter length. However, in reality, it
is not possible to place cells connected to each net in such a minimum length bounding box due to competition from other nets.
The placement and routing of the cells directly connected to a net
of size d (to a first approximation) is influenced by a cell and IO
population of size N P ( 4 .
We describe our abstraction of the placement optimizer. Consider a d-pin net with pins on a two-dimensional, w x n grid. The
d pins on the net can be placed within an I x y bounding box
where y ranges from kl to k 2 and I = [NP[dl/y]. kl is given by
NP[rd]/XSpan(d,n)J and kz is equal to the [ Y S p a n ( d ,n)l where
Span(d,n) and YSpan(d,n) are the the expected cell span and
the expectedrow span of the net if the net pins are randomly placed
on the (U x n grid. Due to the placement process which minimizes
the half perimeter length of the rectangle enclosing all pins on the
net, and due to conflicting demands of other nets, we consider the
d pins to be uniformly distributed inside the t x y bounding box.
Now,

where the first term gives the number of row permutations, and
the second term gives the number of distinguishable pin-brow assignments. Here, rowa[k] is the number of rows with k pins, and
p'ns[k] is the number of pins on the kth row.
Next, we compute the ConfigLength(i, set) which captures
some effects of a minimal rectilinear Steiner tree global router. It
gives the expected length of the net when the net assumes the
configuration described by a particular pin set. In addition, we
must address the channel sharing problem, i.e., given a particular pin configuration what is the probability of these pins facing
the same channel. This issue is important because pins on two
adjacent rows can be connected within the shared channel. We
compute Sharing(y,i , l ) which gives the probability of pins which
are placed on i out of y rows sharing exactly 1 channels ( I 5 i / 2 )
by a recursive procedure. Then,

Po

i/2-1

ConfigLength(i, set) =

=

I

+

+ 11)+ WireLength(pins[2r + 2]))+

(if

+ 21)) +
+

WireLength(pins(2r 11 pins[2r
(i/2 - 1 ) x WireLength(2)
IsOdd(i) then WireLength(pins[i]

+ 1) else

0)

WireLength(m) gives the expected length of m-pin portion of the
net when all m pins lie on one channel ( 2 5 m 5 22) and is given
in [9].
We compute sum of the lengths of metal2 wires connecting all
pins of the net as follows:

Min(d.tr)

( w - z + 1) x (n - U + I)
(y x (y - 1) y) x cellHeight

x augCellWidth

s=O

+ +

b

W(z'y)

Sharing(y,i , s ) ) x

r=O

(WireLength(pins[2r

p

E ((E

+

(GhanSpan(i, y)

39 I

+ (d - 2)/2)

i-1

segment i requires 1 i units of tracklength, the objective is to determine the minimum number of tracks needed to accommodate all
segments. This is the well known bin packing problem and is NPcomplete. There exist many heuristics which obtain packing that
use a “small” fraction of tracks more than the optimal packing.
The simplification made by assuming that no pin constraints
exist on the wire segments causes underestimation of the routing
area. We remedy this by generating a uniformly distributed offset
for each wire segment in the channel. We could build a horizontal
constraint graph for these randomly positioned wire segments. The
assignment of tracks to wire segments corresponds to the proper
coloring of this constraint graph (which is by construction an interval graph). In the absence of vertical constraints, there exist
simple optimal algorithms for coloring the interval graph. Our
task, however, is much easier because we are only interested in
computing the density of the channel which can be accomplished
by a plane sweep algorithm. The total density of the standard cell
layout (totalDensity) is the s u m of channel densities over all channels. Ignoring vertical constraints in our area estimation model
produces small errors because modem dogleg routers often route
channels at density. This random offset track packing technique is
a generalization of the statistical technique presented in 191.
Finally, chip width, chip height, and actual metall and metal2
lengths (in pmeters) are computed as follows:
avgCellPitch = augCellWidth cFeedthrus x f tWidth/w
augChanHeight = totalDensity x trackSpacingf(n 1)
chipwidth = w x augCellPitch
chipHeight = n x cellHeight
(n 1) x augChanHeight
actualMlLength = totalMlLength x augCellPitch
actualM2Length = totalFeedthrus x cellHeightt
totalM2Length x avgChanHeight

where B(1,d) = 1, and B(i,d) gives the number of ways of placing
d pins on exactly i rows. ChanSpan(i, y) is the expected number
of channels spanned by a net whose pins occupy i rows and is given
in [9].
Next, we compute the expected number of feedthrough added
to all rows, FTHeight(d), and to the central row, CFeedthrus(d),
by a net of size d as follows:
FTHeight(d) =

cE2_Ll

W(z, y) x FTHeightlnBox(d, y)
w(z,Y)

FTHeightlnBox(d, y) =

(t)d( y )

Min(d,y)

X

X

B ( i , d ) x NumFeedthrus(i,y)

i=l

W(x, y) x CFeedthr

+

CFeedthrusZnBox(d, y) =

+ -

where PFTOnRow(i,y) is the probability that a feedthrough will
cross row i , and NumFeedthrus(i, y) is the expected number of
feedthroughs which are added to rows by a net whose pins occupy
i rows. Expressions for both functions are given in [9].
The total metall and metal2 lengths required to connect all nets,
the total number of feedthroughs crossing all rows, totalFeedthrue,
and those crossing the central row, cFeedthrus, are obtained by
summing the individual net contributions over all nets. For example,
totalMlLength =
nets[d x MlLength(d)
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where nets14 represents the number of nets with d pins.

The Area Estimation Technique

Given average wire length and wire length distribution, we could
exploit known statistical area estimation techniques to estimate the
total chip area and aspect ratio [6,7,9,11]. Instead, we introduce
a new, more consistent technique based on random offset track
packing to model the detailed routing process.
The metall length for each net is divided equally into a number
of segments as determined by the expected number of wire segments (trunks) for each size of net. The number and lengths of all
segments for each size of net lying in each channel are given by
segmentslnChannel[dl = [nets[dl x Segments(d)l /(n - 1)
segmentLength(4 = [MlLength[dI/Segments(d)l

k

E:?=,,
W ( r , y) x SegmentsZnBox(d, y)
Segments(d) =

i-1

c & r ! - k , w(zly)
Min(d,v)

SegmentslnBox(d,y)

=

1

(-)d

i=l

Y

x

Experimental Results

We implemented our interconnection model in the Cedar language
runningon Xerox Dorado workstations (2-MIPS machines) and incorporated the model into the DATools system developed at Xerox
PARC [l].Table 1 summarizes the examples used to test the predictions. The counter and the adder are circuits synthesized by the
DATools system when no performance requirements are imposed.
The adders are simple ripple-carry designs, the counters are carrylook-ahead designs. The RSD is part of a Reed-Solomon error
correction circuit, and the SnooperCtl is part of a cashe controller.
Primary1 and Primary2 are the benchmarks from the physical design workshop [lo]. The placement is obtained by TimberWolfSC
version 4.1 [12]. The global and detailed routers are discussed in
~ 3 1 .
Table 2 summarizes the experiments comparing our wire length,
area and aspect ratio estimates with the actual results obtained
after global and detailed routing of the circuits. Our estimates are
all within 10% accuracy. We verified the detailed characteristics of
the model by collectingdata and generating statistics for the actual
interconnection length and feedthrough count for each size of net
and comparing it with our estimated values. Table 3 summarizes
this comparison for Primaryl. Detailed results for other examples
and aspect ratios are comparable. Sources of error include average
behavior modeling (rather than worst case behavior modeling) and
incomplete characterization of the physical design processes.
We define C ( k ) as follows:

c

4

-

Table 4 gives values of C ( k ) for IC ranging from 1 to 15. The
complexity of our interconnection model is

( ) x B(i,d)x

i/2

k=2

(E(:

The run time is relatively independent of the size of design but
is strongly affected by the maximum size of net being considered
(dmao). For this reason, we divide nets with more than 15 pins
into cliques of smaller nets. This division introduces little error
because, typically, there are few large nets. Each execution of the
model requires 2-5 minutes for the example runs.

- j) x Sharing(y, : , j ) )

j=O

Now, the track packing problem (in the absence of vertical and
horizontal constraints) can be defined as follows: Given t segments
which must be placed in tracks of equal length IO and given that
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Conclusions
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editors, Benjamin/Cu”ings Publ., Menlo Park, CA, 1989,
pp. 47.

We have developed an interconnection model that predicts interconnection lengths and layout areas for standard cell layouts.
These predictions are within 10% of the the actual lengths and areas over a wide range of layout aspect ratios and over a wide range
of logic design characteristics. In order to achieve the required accuracy, we incorporated the important characteristics of the placement, global routing, and channel routing algorithms. This model
is useful for floorplanning to generate shape constraint relations,
for determining the fit of a logic design to a fabrication technology,
and for evaluating placement algorithms.
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Table 1: A summary of the example circuits used for interconnection length

example
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Table 3: Detailed comparison of metall length and feedthrough count for various sizes of nets for Primary1 with 14
rows.
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Table 4: C ( k ) values for IC ranging from 1 to 15.
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